
How to run UrlSearcher on sandbox 
 

UrlSearcher is a custom java application, due to its custom origin you will not find it already 
available into the sandbox web GUI. 
Moreover UrlSearcher was not designed with the intention to rely on Hadoop data structure or to 
be executed in an Hadoop environment like the one installed on the sandbox.  
 
This does not mean that you cannot use it on the sandbox, you can execute it on the sandbox 
treating the sandbox as if it were just a remote Linux machine. 
 
If you want to execute UrlSearcher on the sandbox you have to access the sandbox server using 
SSH protocol. For security reasons only key based access is allowed for ssh logins on the sandbox, 
so before being able to use the sandbox commandline interface via SSH (if you have not already 
done it) you have to : 
1) generate a pair of SSH key  
2) send the public key to Niall Wilson (niall.wilson@ichec.ie) asking for a SSH access to the 
sandbox 
3) wait for a reply mail from Niall 
 
Once established a ssh connection you will be into your home directory (i.e. 
/home/yourAccountName). 
Now you just have to upload the file UrlSearcher.zip (previously downloaded on your computer) 
and follow the instructions contained in the file "WP2 UrlSearcher readme.docx" as if the sandbox 
were your computer. You can upload files on the sandbox by using a SFTP tool (WinSCP for 
example if you are under Windows). 
 
 
Important clarification : 
========================= 
 
Even if the sandbox physically is a cluster of computers, for sake of simplicity you can imagine it as 
a single computer. It has a linux file system with a home directory  (/home) containing all the users 
home directories (eg /home/yourAccountName), your user directory is the standard directory that 
you will see just after the ssh connection. 
 
When you access the sandbox using the web interface, the filesystem that you can see using the 
file browser utility is not the actual file system of the machine but a virtual Hadoop file system 
built on top of the real machine file system (it is mounted in the /hdfs folder of the real file 
system). 
 
When you will execute via SSH console the UrlSearcher program you will use the real file system, 
instead when you will use the already provided programs in the web GUI you will use the HDFS file 
system. 


